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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Data-independent acquisition mass spectrometry (DIA-MS) is emerging as a powerful technology for proteomics research owing to its superior accuracy and reproducibility in proteomic quantification while retaining relatively deep coverage of the proteome ([@bib5], [@bib9]). To maximize the proteome coverage in DIA-MS analyses, sample-specific spectral libraries are typically built based on peptide identifications from a conventional data-dependent acquisition (DDA) experiment, which often involves offline pre-fractionation of peptide samples ([@bib15]). Raw DIA data can then be processed for peptide identification and quantification using a peptide-centric scoring algorithm ([@bib18]) against this DDA experiment-derived spectral library. Alternatively, DIA data can be processed and searched directly against a FASTA sequence database ([@bib17], [@bib20]); however, such library-free approaches usually result in lower proteome coverage ([@bib17]).

Recent innovative work by [@bib4] and [@bib19] demonstrated the feasibility of building a virtual spectral library based on separate predictions of fragment ion intensities and peptide retention times from deep learning models. Fundamentally, these major proof-of-concept studies demonstrated that DDA experiment-derived spectral libraries can be replaced with virtual spectral libraries built for experimentally detected peptides to achieve nearly equivalent whole-proteome coverage ([@bib4], [@bib19]).

In theory, current deep learning models can make predictions for all peptides yielded from *in silico* digestion of the entire proteome, but this would result in the substantial expansion of the spectral library and attendant significant increase of the false discovery rate (FDR) ([@bib14]). Given that many biological studies focus on a specific class of proteins, we propose a new strategy of constructing a targeted virtual library for a given protein superfamily to deepen its proteome coverage. Targeted MS assays have been developed for the detection and quantification of a predetermined set of proteins in complex matrices across multiple samples ([@bib13]). However, these conventional assays have several drawbacks. They require tremendous initial effort to select optimal peptides and establish assay parameters for each given protein and instrument platform. Also, only tens of proteins are routinely measured in a single run with targeted MS assays ([@bib8]). Herein, we present an approach of exploiting a targeted virtual library to profile the expression of hundreds of proteins within a superfamily by single-injection DIA analysis while strictly controlling the FDR in data mining.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Generating an Initial DIA Spectral Library for Mouse Brain Tissues {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate our strategy, we chose transmembrane protein families as our targets. These proteins were selected because of their strong hydrophobicity, relative low abundance, and fast turnover, which make them challenging to profile using conventional proteomics techniques. Specifically, we focused on the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily: the mouse genome contains 524 annotated GPCRs, each having seven transmembrane domains ([@bib7]). Given that GPCRs represent one of the most prominent classes of drug targets, particularly for neurological diseases ([@bib6], [@bib7]), the ability to deeply and accurately profile the GPCR sub-proteome will greatly benefit both basic neuroscience and therapeutic development. However, GPCRs are notoriously under-represented in proteomic datasets. A meta-proteome analysis of diverse human samples identified only 65 GPCR proteins ([@bib21]) of the 831 encoded in the human genome, a much lower proportion than for most other protein superfamilies. A similarly low identification rate for GPCRs was also reported in a very deep proteomic survey of human cells (56 GPCRs identified) ([@bib1]) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our study examined the GPCR sub-proteome in three mouse brain tissues: cerebellum, midbrain, and spinal cord. We prepared cell membrane fractions and performed single-injection DIA-MS analysis of digested protein extracts for each tissue and identified 36, 38, and 38 GPCRs based on spectral matches for 405, 402, and 381 peptide precursors in the three brain regions, respectively ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In our workflow, DIA data from 12 total analyses (from experimental quadruplets of each region) were directly searched against a mouse FASTA database using Spectronaut ([@bib2]) to generate an initial spectral library (i.e., without building a sample-specific spectral library from DDA experiments; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This DIA spectral library for the brain samples included 415 peptide precursors mapped to 38 GPCR proteins.Figure 1Overall Workflow for DIA Data Mining Using a Hybrid Spectral LibraryThis hybrid library is constructed by merging a DIA experiment-derived library with a protein family-targeted virtual library built on all *in silico* digested peptide precursors. The targeted virtual library is generated using two deep learning models (pDeep and DeepRT) that are re-trained by transfer learning based on sample-specific DIA data alone. This study examines protein extracts of membrane fractions prepared from three mouse brain regions (cerebellum, midbrain, and spinal cord). ID, identification; pred, predicted; exp, experimental.

Constructing a GPCR-Targeted Virtual Library with Re-trained pDeep and DeepRT {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Before constructing a virtual spectral library, we tested the performance of several deep learning models to predict fragment ion intensities and retention time indices (iRT) for the 415 GPCR peptide precursors from the initial DIA spectral library. Distinct from the aforementioned whole-proteome virtual library approaches, we here used the deep neutral network-based models pDeep ([@bib23]) to predict fragment ion intensities and DeepRT ([@bib10]) to predict iRT from GPCR peptide sequences ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The pre-trained pDeep model achieved excellent overall agreement between the experimental and predicted MSMS spectra at a defined collision energy for this GPCR peptide test set (median Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.93, median spectral angle = 0.85) ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S2B). However, for iRT prediction and because of large differences in the liquid chromatography conditions adopted in our DIA experiment versus the earlier experiments upon which the DeepRT was originally trained ([@bib10]), the initial performance of DeepRT was lower than expected ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

Unsatisfied with these pre-trained models, we next applied a transfer learning technique ([@bib12]) to further train both the pDeep and DeepRT models using the majority of non-GPCR peptide entries in our DIA spectral library (27,390 in total). Subsequent analysis of our GPCR peptide test set showed significant improvements compared with the original pre-trained models (e.g., ΔiRT~95%~ value of 38 units for the pre-trained DeepRT versus 12.9 units for the re-trained model; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, when we evaluated another deep learning model (Prosit) with our GPCR peptide test set, we found that the prediction results for both fragment ion intensities and iRTs were no better or slightly worse than those obtained with our re-trained pDeep and DeepRT models ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Having obtained sufficient prediction performance with the two deep learning models, we next set out to construct a GPCR-targeted virtual library. Specifically, we used the re-trained models to predict fragment ion intensities and iRT values for tryptic peptides yielded from an *in silico* digestion of the full complement of 524 GPCR proteins in the mouse genome ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To account for the known influence of digestion settings on the library size, we performed *in silico* digestion with 12 different combinations of peptide charge state, numbers of missed cleavages, and Met oxidation status (referred to as P1--P12; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 2Increasing the Depth of GPCR Identification by DIA-MS with the Hybrid Library(A) *In silico* digestion of the 524 mouse GPCR proteins with 12 combinations (P1-P12) of peptide charge states, numbers of missed cleavages, and Met oxidation status. The peptide length is restricted to 7--33 residues.(B) The number of peptide precursors in the initial DIA spectral library, and each \"hybrid library\" comprising the initial DIA spectral library plus the GPCR-targeted virtual library.(C and D) Number of GPCR peptide identifications (IDs) (C) and protein IDs (D) in the cerebellum between the initial DIA library and 12 hybrid libraries. Relative to the number of peptide/protein IDs obtained with the initial DIA library (shown on the left), the proportion of shared IDs for each hybrid library is shown in blue, gained IDs in orange, and lost IDs in gray. The protein/peptide ID number in each fraction is annotated. Note that additional DDA experiments were conducted on pre-fractionated peptide samples from each brain region, and the GPCR identification lists from the initial DIA and new DDA experiments were merged to generate a \"max ID list.\" Max ID recovery rates refer to the percentages of *bona fide* identifications from these max ID lists, which were recovered using our 12 hybrid libraries.(E and F) The number of GPCR peptide (E) or protein (F) IDs using the decoy hybrid library (left) or the P2 hybrid library (right) with default Spectronaut parameters (Default) or after data filtration based on Cscore \>0.9 (Filtered). Relative to the protein/peptide IDs with the initial DIA library (left), the proportion of shared IDs is shown in blue, decoy IDs in green, and gained IDs in orange.

Increasing the Depth of GPCR Identification by DIA-MS with a Hybrid Library {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Each GPCR virtual library generated with a given set of conditions was then merged with the experimental DIA spectral library, yielding 12 distinct hybrid libraries. The initial DIA spectral library comprised 34,922 precursors, and the size of the 12 hybrid libraries ranged between 50,927 and 195,730 precursors ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, searching our DIA data against each of the 12 hybrid libraries invariably led to drastically more putative GPCR identifications than searching with the initial DIA library. Taking the cerebellum sample as an example, an average of 114 GPCR proteins (from an average of 661 peptides) were putatively identified using the 12 virtual libraries, whereas only 36 proteins (from 304 peptides) were identified with the initial DIA library ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). In the best-performing library (P2), 737 peptides were mapped to 136 GPCRs, representing a gain of 445 peptides and 102 GPCRs relative to the initial DIA library. Of note, this prominent increase in coverage was only observed for GPCRs; that is, there was no significant change in the total numbers of protein identifications when using the 12 hybrid libraries ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, similar increases in the numbers of putative GPCR peptides and proteins were also obtained when analyzing DIA data from the two other mouse brain regions ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

FDR Assessment in Use of the GPCR Hybrid Library {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------

The huge gains in the number of putatively identified GPCRs prompted us to closely examine the potential for false positives since the expanded library size from the incorporation of a targeted virtual library was expected to increase the error rate ([@bib14]). We first performed an additional DDA experiment by fractionating the peptide samples from each brain region ([Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our concatenation of the GPCR identification lists from the initial DIA and the new DDA experiments yielded a \"max identification (ID) list\" (i.e., the maximal collection of experimentally identified GPCR proteins and peptides). We then calculated the percentages of *bona fide* identifications from these max ID lists that were recovered using our 12 hybrid libraries. The P2 hybrid library yielded the highest recovery rates: 92.5% of proteins and 75.6% of peptides in the cerebellum sample ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D), with similar results for the other two brain regions ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, P2 was chosen as the best-performing condition for virtual library construction (missed cleavages 0/1, charge state 2/3, Met oxidation 0). Furthermore, we observed no loss in the reproducibility of quantification for total peptides or for GPCR peptides identified with the P2 hybrid library compared with the initial DIA spectral library (median coefficient of variation (CV)s at 8.90%--10.50%; [Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Beyond these *bona fide* identifications, searching with the P2 hybrid library putatively identified 372 novel GPCR peptides representing 87 novel GPCRs, which were not present in the cerebellum max ID list ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To estimate the error rate among these P2-hybrid-library-only GPCR identifications, we created a decoy virtual library via the *in silico* digestion of 524 reverse GPCR sequences (again using the P2 condition). After combining this decoy virtual library with the initial DIA spectral library, a DIA data search with this hybrid library yielded 127 decoy peptides and 77 decoy proteins in the cerebellum ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and 2F; [Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result strongly indicated a significant FDR when using the default settings in Spectronaut, although we set FDR to \<1% at the peptide and protein levels in the DIA data search. When we subsequently applied a more stringent data filtration cutoff (Cscore \>0.9), 81.9% of the decoy peptides and 81.8% of the decoy proteins were removed, and the same data filtration retained 625 (84.8%) GPCR peptides and 61 (44.9%) GPCRs identified in the cerebellum with the P2 hybrid library ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and 2F). The other two regions showed similar results before and after data filtration ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Altogether 71 GPCR proteins and 810 GPCR peptides were identified from three mouse brain regions after applying the data filtration cutoff, compared with 38 GPCR proteins and 310 peptides identified with the initial DIA library ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4D). Thus, with an appropriately controlled error rate by data filtration, the use of our targeted hybrid library to process DIA data can substantially deepen the coverage for a given protein superfamily beyond conventional proteomic data acquisition and processing techniques.

Validation of Novel GPCR Peptides Exclusively Identified with the Hybrid Library {#sec2.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Compared with the max ID lists, there were 412 non-redundant novel GPCR peptides identified in three mouse brain regions after data filtration ([Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These peptides represent novel identifications beyond any DIA- or DDA-based experimental measurement, and they were only obtained using our DIA hybrid library strategy. Next, we designed experiments to empirically validate their existence in the protein digests of the specific brain regions ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). We first conducted targeted MS assays on novel peptides in each region by parallel-reaction-monitoring (PRM) analyses. High-quality MSMS spectra were obtained for 214 peptides ([Table S7](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When we incorporated these experimental fragment ion intensities and measured iRTs into the initial DIA spectral library, searching the DIA data with Spectronaut default parameters verified the identification of 207 novel peptides in the mouse brain tissues ([Table S7](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, 50.2% of peptides identified exclusively using our DIA hybrid library approach are indeed present in the samples. Given that individual biological replicates were prepared for the DIA and PRM experiments, we speculate that the invalidated portion may result from relatively low reproducibility of extracting and analyzing these novel peptides most of which are at low abundance.Figure 3Validation of GPCR Peptides Exclusively Identified with the DIA Hybrid Library Strategy(A) Workflow of novel peptide validation, based on targeted MS (PRM) analysis or on searching the synthetic human proteome database in ProteomeTools. Novel GPCR peptides were validated through DIA data searching of experimental MSMS spectra acquired from the PRM experiment or the synthetic peptide spectral repository.(B) Total number of novel GPCR proteins or peptides identified in the three brain regions, validated based on the PRM experiment (red) or the synthetic peptide spectral repository (pink). Also shown are the remaining unconfirmed peptides (beige).(C) Total number of novel GPCR peptides identified in each brain region using our DIA hybrid library strategy (beige), as well as the number validated based on the PRM experiment (red) or the synthetic peptide spectral repository (pink).(D) Pseudo mirror plots of example MSMS spectra comparing the predicted (upper) and experimental (lower) fragmentation patterns for two novel GPCR peptides. The experimental MSMS spectrum was acquired from the PRM experiment for peptide EAGGLCIAQSVR (left) or from the synthetic reference spectral repository for peptide SVYVDDDSEAAGNR (right). The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and normalized spectral contrast angle (SA) are indicated. PRM, parallel reaction monitoring.

Still pursuing validation of the remaining 205 putative novel GPCR peptides, we searched for synthetic peptides of the same sequences deposited to the ProteomeTools spectral libraries ([@bib24]). The MSMS spectra retrieved for the 23 synthetic peptides were incorporated into the initial DIA spectral library for DIA data searching, which resulted in the validation of 22 additional novel GPCR peptides ([Table S7](#mmc8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, a total of 221 non-redundant novel peptides were validated with experimental MSMS data ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), corresponding to a total validation rate of 53.6% ([Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In detail, the GPCR peptide validation rates achieved with our DIA hybrid library strategy in the three brain regions are 55.5%, 44.8%, and 51.9%, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). These validated novel peptides confirmed the existence of 12 of 22 novel GPCR proteins only discovered with the DIA hybrid library ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Mirror plots for two example peptides comparing the predicted fragmentation patterns alongside experimental MSMS spectra from either the PRM analysis or the synthetic human proteome database reflect strong agreement between prediction and measurement ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D).

Deepening the Proteome Coverage for Other Transmembrane Protein Families or for GPCRs Using a Published Dataset {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To extend our strategy to deepen coverage for transmembrane proteins of other families, we employed the same workflow described in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} to re-train the deep learning models with sample-specific DIA data and to construct hybrid spectral libraries (under the P2 optimal condition) for the 240 ion channels and the 452 transporters encoded by the mouse genome ([Figure S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These protein family-targeted virtual libraries (used in concert with the stringent data filtration) enabled a substantial increase of the proteome coverage for both ion channels (from 89 proteins and 1,179 peptides identified in the three regions with the initial DIA library to 123 proteins and 2,335 peptides with the hybrid library) and transporters (from 195 proteins and 2,350 peptides identified with the initial DIA library to 268 proteins and 3,716 peptides with the hybrid library) ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, 4C, 4E, and 4F; [Table S8](#mmc9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 4Comparison of GPCR, Ion Channel, and Transporter Identifications (IDs) in Mouse Brain Tissues Using the Initial DIA Library (with Default Software Settings) and the Hybrid Library P2 (after Data Filtration)(A--C) Comparison of GPCR (A), ion channel (B), and transporter (C) peptide IDs (upper) and protein IDs (lower) in three brain regions.(D--F) Comparison of total non-redundant GPCR (D), ion channel (E), and transporter (F) peptide IDs (upper) and protein IDs (lower) identified from three regions. In each panel, relative to the protein/peptide IDs with the initial DIA library (shown on the left), the proportion of shared IDs for hybrid library P2 is shown in blue and gained IDs in orange. The number of protein IDs in each fraction is annotated.

To avoid re-training models using different datasets for different protein families, we built generic models of pDeep and DeepRT with 90% of randomly selected precursors from the initial DIA library to construct virtual libraries for three transmembrane protein families ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The generic models showed very similar performance to the protein family-specific models. Furthermore, DIA hybrid libraries generated based on prediction by the generic models yielded peptide identifications for three transmembrane protein families very comparable with the family-specific models ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, it is feasible to build generic models from an experimentally acquired DIA dataset to predict for any selected protein family.

Finally, seeking to demonstrate the effectiveness of our strategy for mining previously acquired DIA data from other sources, we downloaded a published DIA dataset that was acquired from total lysates of the brain barrel cortex regions from newborn mice ([@bib3]). We used the same procedure for model re-training and processing of the DIA dataset obtained at four time points each in technical triplicate (12 analyses in total) ([Figure S11](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Re-trained models were implemented to construct a targeted virtual library for all mouse GPCRs with the P2 condition, which was then incorporated with the initial spectral library generated from the DIA dataset to yield a hybrid library. Compared with 27 GPCR proteins and 229 peptides in total identified with DIA data alone over the time course, our DIA hybrid library strategy enabled exceptionally deep mapping of 83 GPCRs based on spectral matches of 895 peptides after data filtration ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S9](#mmc10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 5DIA Hybrid Library Substantially Increases GPCR-targeted Proteome Coverage in the Analysis of a Published Dataset(A) Comparison of GPCR peptide (upper) and protein (lower) IDs in mouse brain cortex at four time points (P9, P15, P30, P54) during development.(B) Comparison of the total non-redundant GPCR peptide (upper) and protein (lower) IDs identified in this time course. Relative to the number of protein/peptide IDs with the initial DIA library (with default software parameters; left), the proportion of shared IDs for the P2 hybrid library (after data filtration; right) is shown in blue and gained IDs in orange. The number of protein IDs in each fraction is annotated.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Compared with previous studies that demonstrated the applicability of deep learning-based models to both DDA and DIA data analysis ([@bib4], [@bib19]), our study explores a fundamentally new direction for DIA data mining. In previous work, a virtual spectral library was first generated for all experimentally detected peptides from a sample-specific spectral library derived from DDA analysis. Subsequent replacement of the entire experimental spectral library with the virtual library achieved a whole-proteome coverage close to the experimental library. In contrast, our study aims to deepen the sub-proteome coverage for a selected protein family that surpasses experimental limits. We constructed a hybrid spectral library that supplemented a DIA experiment-derived library with a protein family-targeted virtual library built on all *in silico* digested peptide precursors.

Our study demonstrates how DIA data mining using this hybrid library strategy can remarkably increase the depth of proteomic profiling for a selected protein family without compromising FDR control or quantification reproducibility. As a proof of concept, GPCR identifications in three mouse brain regions were increased from 310 peptides mapped to 38 proteins with the initial DIA library (using default software parameters) to 810 peptides mapped to 71 proteins with the DIA hybrid library (after stringent data filtration). Moreover, 412 novel GPCR peptides and 22 novel GPCR proteins were not observed in any conventional mining of data from DIA or pre-fractionation-based DDA experiments. Importantly, we performed orthogonal PRM experiments and exploited the synthetic human proteome database to validate the existence of 53.6% novel GPCR peptides detected exclusively with our DIA hybrid library strategy.

It is important to emphasize that our workflow for deep learning-based virtual library construction and subsequent generation of hybrid libraries only requires a small DIA dataset, which can be acquired from minimal sample quantities and minimal instrument time. Thus, our DIA hybrid library approach circumvents the need for the time-consuming generation of sample-specific spectral libraries through extensive pre-fractionation of peptide samples. Furthermore, this strategy is adaptable to targeting multiple protein families and to previously acquired DIA datasets, allowing for retrospective data mining based on new hypotheses. Although not directly showcased here, we anticipate that this bioinformatics strategy will enhance the detection of members in any protein family (or any set of selected proteins) of biological interest, including splicing isoforms, sequence variants, or proteins bearing specific PTMs, to an unprecedented depth.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

Our current study deepens the sub-proteome coverage for three transmembrane protein families based on the DIA-MS dataset acquired from mouse brain tissues. It remains to be investigated whether we can exploit this DIA hybrid library strategy to map other protein families from the same dataset in largely increased depth. Moreover, as we need to construct virtual libraries for individual pre-determined protein families, it would be more efficient to combine them and build a larger hybrid library for DIA-MS data search. But we also recognize the challenge of FDR control with an expanded hybrid library. Thus, it is necessary to further develop the decoy library method for accurate assessment of FDR in DIA-MS data search with a hybrid spectral library.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

The MS data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium ([http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org](http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org/){#intref0010}) via the iProX partner repository ([@bib11]) under the accession number [PXD016441](pride:PXD016441){#intref0015} and with the project ID [IPX0001881000](https://www.iprox.org/page/project.html?id=IPX0001881000){#intref0020}.

The pipeline (TargetDIA) and relevant scripts for virtual library generation and DIA data search are available on GitHub at <https://github.com/Shui-Group/TargetDIA>.
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